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This product does not have any reviews. Be the first to leave a review.

Product Options

Logo Selection *
not specified
Mask Size *
not specified

Add to Cart  
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Quantity 1

item price: $12.99
total: $12.99

Overview

Shipping Is Included In The Price via USPS to any single address in the lower 48 states.

The new daily accessory is this mask made of polyester, a soft and spongy, 3-layer premium material. Proudly made in the United States, this mask
supports local communities and jobs.  This unique material has a poly sponge-like inner layer, and each side is bonded with 2 thin layers of soft knit (92%
polyester and 8% spandex). This unique material is breathable and amazingly soft on the skin. Nylon and spandex create the continuous binding that
securely holds the mask shape and forms the stretchy ear loops, allowing it to sit comfortably over the face for long periods of time. The mask is durable
quality giving long lasting, beautiful protection even after over a hundred of washings!

 

Sizing:

Child (6-10): Fits the average child face, will fit most children between ages 6-10. If your child is on the older or larger size, consider the next size up for
a more comfortable fit.

 

Small/Medium: Adults weighing under 140 lbs; Fits many women and some smaller men's faces. Faces with larger cheeks, neck, etc. should consider
moving up a size.

 

Large/X-Large: Adults weighing over 140 lbs; If you have large features (fuller cheeks, neck, etc.) consider this size! Meant for large adult faces.

 

Care Instructions: Masks are durable and machine washable and dryable. If some shrinkage occurs after washing; masks can be stretched back to its
original size. IMPORTANT! ALWAYS WASH MASKS BEFORE USE.

 

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, we are not allowing for the return of ANY mask orders for the safety of our employees.

 

**Please allow 10-12 working days for production of this item.  Please call our office at 770.431.0557 if you need expedited service.
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